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 MOPPING UP
 A FOREBODING VICTORY IN THE BALKANS

 SUSAN L.

 WOODWARD

 Nothing succeeds like success. The Croatian
 military offensive early last August to take
 control of two United Nations protected
 areas and the abject defeat and flight of the
 Serb population there completely trans
 formed perceptions of the Yugoslav crisis. It
 was as if there had never been a "Serb ques

 tion" in Croatia, although Serbs had lived there
 longer than Europeans had been in America and had
 died by the thousands defending the Habsburg Em
 pire (and Croatia within it). The definitive outcome
 of the offensive also seemed to rebut overnight the
 widespread conviction that there are no military so
 lutions to the conflicts of former Yugoslavia. Re
 peated warnings that military action by Croatia would
 lead to an uncontrollable escalation of war in the re

 gion gave way to rejoicing at the greatly improved

 prospects for a political settlement in neighboring
 Bosnia-Herzegovina. The fait accompli even appeared
 to sweep away questions that had recently plagued

 world capitals about the fate of the international in
 tervention and to hand to the Clinton administration

 a major policy success within days of what had
 seemed a dismal failure.

 In fact, the Croatian offensive, "Storm," created
 more problems than it solved. It reinforced a dan
 gerous trend developing in U.S. policy toward eth
 nonational conflicts worldwide. Far from avoiding
 Americanization of the war, the Croatian victory
 fulfilled part of an American design that now makes
 the United States fully involved. Defying its own
 doctrine on UN peacekeeping, the Clinton admin
 istration has no exit strategy in place for its policy in
 the Balkans.
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 American Strategy
 The premise of American policy toward former Yu
 goslavia, beginning with George Bush and continuing
 under Clinton, is that the United States has no na
 tional interest in the conflict. From this follow two
 conclusions. The fate of Croatia and Bosnia, whatever
 the horrors produced by their wars, does not justify
 sending American troops. And it is up to the parties
 themselves to solve their conflicts. The United States

 cannot and will not impose a peace.
 Just as embassies are freer to focus on human rights

 in countries of no strategic importance to the United
 States, so this premise has given freer rein to issues of
 moral principle. Asserting global guardianship over
 principles of human rights, Washington has, under
 Clinton as under Bush, taken a strong rhetorical stand
 against ethnic cleansing, aggression, and war crimes.
 Following the lead of its European allies, who also saw
 no strategic interests that justified military interven
 tion, the United States also insisted on the principle
 that borders could not be changed by force. In recog
 nizing the sovereignty of Croatia and Bosnia-Herze
 govina in early 1992, the United States and its allies
 pronounced these republican borders in the former
 Yugoslavia to be inviolable international borders.

 Here the allies parted ways.The United States ac
 cepted the argument of the Croatian (and before it, the
 Slovene) leaderships that what Europeans saw as inter
 nal conflicts was actually Serbian aggression, instigated
 by Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic, to create a
 greater Serbia. The Europeans (joined by Canada and
 Russia, two major UN troop contributors in Croatia
 and Bosnia) saw both conflicts as civil wars in which
 there could be no military solution. UN forces were
 sent to moderate the intensity of the fighting, negotiate
 and monitor cease-fire agreements, and stop the flow
 of refugees into Europe. Aiding civilians at home, this
 approach would give the time and space for a negoti
 ated solution among the warring parties. In Croatia,
 such a political settlement presumed the guarantee of

 minority rights (that might include political autonomy)
 for Serbs, while in Bosnia-Herzegovina, peace would
 come through an agreed territorial division giving sep
 arate governing rights to the three ethnonational parties
 (Muslim, Serb, Croat) that had shared power in coali
 tion before independence and war.

 Although the Clinton administration also insisted on
 a negotiated solution to the wars, it, along with Ger

 many, took sides. In Croatia, it gave unwavering sup
 port to the Zagreb regime of president Franjo Tudj
 man. In Bosnia, it declared the leader of the Bosnian
 Muslims, Alija Izetbegovic, who held the chair of the
 Bosnian collective presidency when the United States
 recognized Bosnian sovereignty in April 1992, the only
 legitimate negotiating party. Seeing both presidents as
 aggrieved parties, the United States placed its moral
 leadership fully behind their terms for an acceptable
 political settlement.

 The result was an American strategy of assisted self
 defense. Steadfast on the condition that it would under

 no circumstance send troops into combat but also on
 the view that political settlements result only from mil
 itary defeat, the administration plan was to enable

 Tudjman and Izetbegovic to gain the military superior
 ity necessary to dictate the terms of a peace to Serbs.
 The strategy had three elements. The first was to
 weaken the Bosnian and Croatian Serbs militarily and
 psychologically with economic and diplomatic isolation
 and with NATO air strikes to protect six strategically
 critical Muslim safe areas. The second was to recreate

 the 1991-92 Muslim-Croat political and military alliance
 against the Serbs. The March 1994 Washington Agree

 ment set up a two-nation federation dividing territory
 between the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats to

 stop their 1992-93 war and redirect their two armies in
 combined assaults against the Bosnian Serbs. President
 Tudjman was cosignator of the agreement, which in
 cluded a confederation between Croatia and the feder

 ation part of Bosnia-Herzegovina and a renewed mili
 tary pact between Bosnia and Croatia to legitimize
 Croatian army action in Bosnia against the Serbs.The
 third element was to send American advisers to train

 and professionalize the Croatian and the federation
 armies, while stopping enforcement of the UN Security
 Council arms embargo and turning a blind eye to arms
 and equipment deliveries to the two.

 Consequences
 As late as mid-July, U.S. policy appeared a failure.
 More than six months of Bosnian offensives beginning
 last winter resulted in almost no net gains in territory.
 Bosnian Serbs increasingly defied UN resolutions in
 response to air strikes, bombing threats, and the grow
 ing partiality of UN actions under U.S. insistence.
 They deployed an air defense system against NATO
 planes, and in May took UN soldiers hostage as pro
 tection whenever air strikes were threatened. Isolated

 diplomatically and in retaliation for Muslim demoli
 tion of surrounding Serb villages and the May 1 Croa
 tian military offensive to take over the UN protected
 area of western Slavonia and expel its Serb population,
 Bosnian Serbs took two safe areas for Bosnian Muslims

 in eastern Bosnia, Srebrenica andZepa, threatened the
 third (Gorazde), and joined forces with Croatian Serbs
 in the battle around Bihac in northwestern Bosnia.

 The next humanitarian crisis, of masses of refugees
 and new atrocities, that had been predicted all spring
 was a reality. The Bosnian government had lost two key
 bargaining chips, Srebrenica and Zepa, for negotiations
 with Bosnian Serbs that would follow a cessation of
 hostilities. The latest peace plan for Bosnia, the five-na
 tion Contact Group map drawn up by the Americans in
 spring 1994, was a dead letter. The credibility of the UN
 forces was at a new low, and France and Britain declared

 their intention to leave by summer's end, a move that
 would precipitate withdrawal of the entire UN opera
 tion. NATO was in prolonged crisis over disagreements
 between the United States and its European allies.

 The Croatian victory transformed this strategic pic
 ture. It erased the UN peacekeeping mandate in Croa
 tia, facilitating its rapid withdrawal without the need
 for NATO (and thus US. soldiers) to assist. Croatian
 conquests against Bosnian Serbs in Bosnia restored
 Sarajevo's control over the entire Bihac pocket as a
 part of a strategic buffer Croatia is consolidating along
 Bosnia's western border. The victory also appeared to
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 save NATO from acting on its massive bombing threat
 against Bosnian Serbs to defend Bihac, risking almost
 certain escalation of the war. The military defeats of
 the Bosnian Serbs, their failure to defend their allies in
 Croatia, and the lack of support for either from Serbia
 and President Milosevic seemed bound to force a
 Bosnian Serb signature on the Contact Group plan.

 Practically overnight the charges of a feckless, lead
 erless Clinton administration, the threat to NATO,
 and the growing danger that events would compel

 U.S. military involvement on the ground disappeared.
 Hope abounded that the horrifying pictures of atroc
 ities and mass expulsions of minorities might recede
 from the television monitors before the presidential
 campaign of 1996. The congressional vote to lift the
 UN arms embargo unilaterally could be forgotten.
 Perhaps, as in the withdrawal from Somalia, the disil
 lusionment generated by the international humanitar
 ian intervention in Bosnia would also fade rapidly.

 In fact, the Croatian victory was an outright rejec
 tion of negotiated compromise and minority rights in
 favor of war. Talk of peaceful r?int?gration gave way
 to wholesale ethnic cleansing, of human rights to eth
 nic purity. The Croatian government judged correctly
 that foreign disapproval would stop short of denying
 it the right to solve its "Serb question" by force.

 Viewing the spread of war in terms of cross-border
 aggression, the containment strategists do not calculate
 the formidable consequences of the chain reaction of
 refugees, population expulsions, and ethnic purification
 set in motion by the flight of nearly 200,000 Serbs from
 Croatia. Even if war does not ensue between Croatia
 and Serbia over the last of the four UN zones and even

 if most Serbs expelled from Croatia do not become re
 cruits to the infantry-short Bosnian Serbs, civil war in
 Serbia is now more likely, while tensions between old
 and new settlers and the refugees' likely long-term dis
 location and joblessness are fertile soil for nationalist ex
 tremists preaching revanchism for years to come.

 Moreover, the Croatian offensive and its American
 planners have made matters worse for the Bosnian Mus
 lims. Once again emboldened by apparent Western sup
 port, they will be disinclined to sign any peace plan
 now. Unquestioning US. support for the Bosnian pres
 ident has already been enough to kill three previous
 plans for peace in Bosnia, each of which was far more
 advantageous territorially and constitutionally to Mus
 lims and to Bosnia than what followed. The new

 American proposals grant Bosnian Serbs the minor re
 visions in the Contact Group plan they requested in
 July 1994?some territorial adjustments and the right to
 confederate with Serbia equal to that given the Bosnian
 Croats with Croatia?leading one to question why the
 warfare and atrocities of the past year and the change in
 strategic balance favoring the Croats were necessary.

 The only counterweight to Croatian economic and
 military dominance in the federation and Bosnian
 Croatian alliance for Bosnian Muslims is American
 support, and it is not at all clear which the United
 States would favor if required to choose. The weak
 ened Bosnian Serbs have maintained their capacity to
 defeat Bosnian forces locally. Croats have shown
 themselves willing to fight jointly against the Serbs

 only where it furthers their own territorial ambitions.
 Flush with success and might, they have even less rea
 son to be accommodating. Even Bosnian hopes for a
 lifting of the arms embargo depend on delivery of
 arms over supply routes controlled by Bosnian Croats
 and Croatia, who take their cut and make clear that
 they have no intention of seeing Bosnian Muslims well
 enough armed to become an independent force.

 Finally, if a peace agreement is not reached in
 Bosnia by the end of September, the American policy
 has programmed full-scale war. NATO will unleash
 massive air strikes against the Bosnian Serbs, Croatia
 will continue its juggernaut for a strategic buffer with
 Serbs, the arms embargo will be lifted, and the UN
 forces will be pulled in on the side of the Bosnian
 government. Centered on the European rapid reac
 tion force and UN soldiers from NATO, this combat
 operation will require full US. participation.

 Away from a Stable Peace
 The two elements fundamental to any stable peace in the
 Balkans have now been rejected. The first is a recogni
 tion of the psychological fact that led to war: that all
 groups in the former country are numerical minorities
 and perceive themselves at risk when power is defined
 ethnically. Domestic activists who say that only with po
 litical rights, independent courts, professional police, and
 civic action (in a word, democracy) can people really be
 secure have received almost no support from outsiders.
 The only route to stability is a regional system of mutual
 protections to all individuals caught in a minority posi
 tion and some larger framework to counteract ethnic
 partition and mutual suspicions. Instead U.S. policy ap
 pears to favor strong leaders and a regional balance of
 power based on military might. This soft authoritarian
 ism, pervaded with lawlessness due to the sanctions
 regime and war, does not augur political stability.

 The second fundamental precondition of a stable
 peace should have been a regionwide program of dis
 armament. Instead, the recent Croatian offensives have
 confirmed the widespread conviction in the region,
 growing out of the early NATO decision not to incor
 porate the Balkans into European security arrange
 ments, that nations must find protection in a strong
 national defense. Arms will continue to flow in to
 Bosnia even if a political settlement is signed, just as
 Turkey is now aiding Macedonia after an initial deci
 sion not to rearm. If the Clinton administration fulfills

 its promise to contribute U.S. ground troops to Bosnia
 when a peace is signed, it will have to have a better
 program of disarmament and arms control than the
 one given the UN in Croatia.

 The 1994 Washington Agreement to reconstruct
 Bosnia-Herzegovina around the core of a Muslim
 Croat federation sanctioned and institutionalized the

 creation of two one-party, ethnically defined states
 within Bosnia. Bosnian Croats kept their separate state
 of Herzeg-Bosna, which is fully integrated into Croatia,
 and insisted on "separate but equal" treatment in all ne
 gotiations over external economic and military assis
 tance, including the rapid reaction force. The two par
 ties used the resulting ceasefire to complete ethnic
 cleansing of the two areas each controlled. Although the
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 method of population exchanges was more humane
 than Bosnian Serb expulsions, including the current one
 of Croats and Muslims to house Serbs fleeing Croatia,
 the consequence was nonetheless ethnic apartheid. Far
 from protecting a multicultural Bosnia, the constitution
 written for the federation gives exclusive political power
 to the two single parties; ignores the third nation of
 Bosnia, the Serbs, who still comprise 17 percent of the
 federation population and are meant to join the entity
 of Serb-held territory into a Bosnian union; provides
 few protections for the rights of minorities; and declares
 the right of people to return home but provides no ar
 rangements to protect their right of return or compen
 sation. International supervision of human rights is sug
 gested, but a similar court agreed to by Croatia in
 January 1992 has not yet been appointed.

 The partition of Bosnia into three ethnic states and
 the eventual absorption of the Muslim state by Croats
 appears irreversible, unless outside powers condone an
 expulsion of another 700,000-odd Serbs (from Bosnia)
 and accept a region of states with hostile borders. All
 the insistence on fulfilling commitments, such as those
 on safe areas, to protect civilians and on restoring UN
 credibility by being more forceful against Bosnian
 Serbs does not begin to consider a postwar security
 regime that would provide Muslims sufficient long
 term guarantees of survival. Nor do offers of postwar
 economic assistance. The process of political and reli
 gious radicalization will therefore continue, as will the
 appeal to radical Islamic states for military support.

 Finally, just as the preoccupation of the mass media
 and domestic politics with Bosnia had kept from view
 the real crisis brewing in Croatia, Macedonia is also a
 disaster waiting to happen. The UN preventive de
 ployment there could still fail because of Albanian
 refugees fleeing southward over the border or internal
 ethnic conflict exacerbated by the Greek embargo and
 sanctions on Macedonia's main trading partner, Serbia.

 American soldiers make up more than half of that UN
 force, and Pentagon determination to prevent any ca
 sualties has resulted in such restrictive rules of engage

 ment (no patrolling at night or on contested parts of
 the border) that it is hard to see how they would be
 ready to prevent anything, should it be necessary.

 Emerging U.S. Policy on Ethnonational Conflict
 The Croatian victory also reinforces an emerging U.S.
 policy toward ethnonational conflict. US. support for
 a policy of military force to impose peace on internal
 minorities in the case of Zagreb and Sarajevo, as in
 Chechnya and Turkey, sends the signal to Belgrade
 and Skopje that they will be permitted to do the same
 with their Albanian minorities. It also increases the in

 centive for minorities to seek sovereignty.
 In justifying Croatian action with the argument

 that Bosnian Serbs had done much worse, Washington
 participates in the Balkan cycle of vengeance and ele
 vates to a principle of international order the blood
 feud that emerges to regulate conflict when there is no
 state to impose neutral standards of law and order.
 Even if the shelling of cities, burning of villages, atroc
 ities, and use of UN soldiers as human shields commit

 ted in the Croatian case prove less bloody and venal

 than offenses committed by Bosnian Serbs, the Amer
 ican distinction between aggression and justifiable re
 venge is not a particularly effective method for stop
 ping slaughter on any side. In promoting the language
 of force in multisided, ethnonational conflicts, one
 cannot fine tune clients' behavior.

 The use of a UN humanitarian mission to help de
 feat the Serbs also demonstrates the critical issue of a

 Mogadishu line. Peace enforcement by peacekeepers
 has led to nationalization and demoralization of the
 force as governments worry about their own soldiers'
 lives and patch together the mission in ways that

 would facilitate withdrawal. Its use as a trojan horse for
 NATO and Croatia's open defiance of its agreements
 with the UN have seriously endangered the institution
 of peacekeeping, on which the United States depends
 to mount humanitarian missions and authorize a na

 tion's sovereignty. Who now will compose the impar
 tial monitoring force that will be needed for minimal
 stability in the foreseeable future?

 Conclusion
 The analogies of the Bosnian crisis to the European
 crises of the 1930s?to 1935 in Spain or to the chill
 ingly similar response of governments to the impend
 ing Holocaust against the Jews and Romi?are not so
 far-fetched as one would like to think. The demobi

 lization of political systems organized for global war;
 the preoccupation of major powers with their own
 domestic troubles; the isolation of defeated powers;
 economic depression; restrictions on immigration in
 the wealthier states?the conditions are very similar.
 The rise of right-wing extremism, from nationalism to
 various forms of religious fundamentalism, as mobiliz
 ers of the jobless, urban underclass, and rural poor is
 also being repeated. One need look no further than
 the fascist songs and salutes at the victory celebrations
 in Croatia or the neofascist Serbian Radicals greeting
 refugees from Croatia at the border with property lists.

 The appalling inability to address the problem of
 former Yugoslavia has been a formative test of Euro
 pean security institutions. NATO has proved unwill
 ing and unprepared to mount an operation, while the
 European Union has failed its own test of formulating
 a common foreign and security policy. The entire bal
 ance of power in Europe has changed, with serious
 consequences for Clinton's pro-Russia success and for
 America's traditional European allies. Moral outrage
 has profoundly strengthened radicals in the Islamic
 world. Those who argue elsewhere that population
 expulsions are a solution to ethnic conflict, as some Is
 raelis argue about Palestinians, have gained a new
 lease. And while the Clinton administration's rhetoric

 of objectives in terms of moral principles has gained it
 popular support, the damaging consequences of a
 sense of human decency deeply offended by events in

 Bosnia and now also in Croatia will not go away.
 Surely the billions and billions of dollars spent on

 containing the Bosnian conflict and restoring West
 ern credibility might have been better spent on a
 well-designed operation to prevent, deescalate, and
 end the fighting and to restore legal order and re
 gional security.
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